Machine learning via multimodal signal processing
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Abstract—This paper proposes a methodology for recognition of vocal music (Byzantine music) via multi-modal signals processing. A sequence of multi-modal signals is captured from the expert’s (teacher) and student’s hymns performances, respectively. The machine learning system is trained using the values of particular features which are extracted from the captured multi-modal signals. After the system is being trained then it becomes able to recognize any hymn performance from the corpus. Training and recognition takes place in real time by utilizing machine learning techniques. The evaluation of the system was carried out with the cross-validation statistical method Jackknife, giving promising results.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The rapid development of ICT technology leads to the creation of new methods in software applications. Part of such methods are directly related to education and describe studies using teaching methods and insights in multiple fields. Many researches focus on human - computer interaction aiming to direct human contact with computer without requiring special human expertise's. Other research studies people’s reaction to visual, acoustic and other signals, with artificial intelligence, computer vision, human-machine interaction (HCI) etc the most common.

Multi-modal signals are collections of various data arrays that demonstrate some common dependency, since they represent the same physical phenomenon. Different modalities are often captured by different sensors, and therefore they have different dimensionality and analysis, which often makes the definition of cross-modal correlations difficult and the joint analysis of this type of signals challenging. However, the synchronized presentation of different multi-modal signal allows discovering structures in the data revealing information that is unavailable when considering the modalities independently. [1][2].

Voice recognition is the ability of a machine to receive and interpret the dictation of a recording sound with the help of out coming devices such as microphone to understand and perform the vocal or singing commands. The perfect system of voice recognition is able to identify all the sounds (speech and singing) performed by humans. In practice, there are a great number of factors, such as noise, the user etc., that need to be analyzed for the proper identification of the audio signal, which makes this very difficult. This research is trying to study the future selection of multi modal signals (voice, movement etc), recognition and data extraction in order to train the multi modal identification system with the best solutions. The kind of music that is used is Byzantine Music (BM). The Byzantine music is ecclesiastical music of the Orthodox Church, which is interpreted by the human voice without accompaniment of musical instrument.

Any music excerpt has its own rhythm that an expert gives with the movement of his hands. The values of characteristics used to capture and model the performance are extracted from the performer’s right hand movement. The above techniques make use of certain features of an object which can be detected by different kind of cameras. These cameras can be simple web cameras or cameras with depth map as the Kinect, the pmd and the LeapMotion.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section II, background details concerning machine learning techniques and validation methods are described. Related work is discussed in Section III. In Section IV the proposed methodology and an overview of the developed system is presented. Section V concludes the paper.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Machine learning for Voice recognition

The machine learning and recognition features accomplished through the MFCC [3] and the F0 [4] distance, as far as concerning the voice recognition. The Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients or MFCC coefficients describe the shape of the spectrum and they are the most commonly used features in the field of voice recognition. To define the MFCC calculating process a sequence of actions is needed to be done. The formula which converts frequencies in Mel scale is given below:

\[
M(f) = 1125 \times \ln(1 + f/700)
\]

The fundamental frequency \(F_0 = 1 / T_0\). The fundamental period \(T_0 = t_k - t_0\) is the time between two sequential glottal pulses. The fundamental frequency is the main method for examining the voice prosody.

The evaluation without weight of the frequency and its bandwidth is defined as the mean and the standard deviation
of the instant frequency $f(t)$ which is computed by the following type:

$$F_u = \frac{1}{T} \int_{t_0}^{t_0+T} f(t) \, dt$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)$$

where $t_0$ and $T$ defines the analysis frame of $T$ duration from the $t_0$ time stamp.

B. Machine learning for Motion recognition

The motion characteristics of the performer’s right hand movement are the geometrical characteristic of the coordinates of the hand in every frame of the video (Mass Centroid). The constraint of this method is to find the coordinates of the center of the hand mass, to be connected with the distance of the performer from the camera’s depth and to calculate the size of the hand. For example, there is a difference in the movement between the hand of an adult and a toddler. In order to overcome these limitations and have better results, a group of adults with experience in depth camera participated, keeping a distance of 50-70 cm between the performer and the depth camera.

The description of this movement can be quantified using the movement characteristics depending on its use. One of the characteristics that describes a musical gesture and is being used is the center of mass (Centroid) of the hand. The coordinates of the center of mass $C_x, C_y$ on a system of axes $(x, y)$ are defined by the following formulas:

$$C_x = \frac{\sum_n A_n C_{x_n}}{\sum_n A_n}, \quad C_y = \frac{\sum_n A_n C_{y_n}}{\sum_n A_n}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)$$

Where $C_x$ is the distance of the Centre of mass $C$ of y axis while $C_y$ is the mass center distance $C$ from the x axis. The coordinates of the center of mass is $(C_x, C_y)$.

C. Machine learning techniques

The classification of the Byzantine hymns took place with the use of HMMs (Fig.1) [5]. Hymns can be recognized by evaluating the trained HMMs with the help of the highest likelihood criterion. We expect the system to learn and recognize the hymns since the HMM is more flexible than the Markov model. [6]

D. Model Validation method

'Jackknife' or 'leave one out' is a cross-validation technique which was developed by Quenouille [7] [8]. This validation method is one of the most commonly used because it overcame the over-fitting problem. The parametrized method that is being used for the balance between noise and accuracy is the Recall & Precision metrics. This method divides the total number of hymns (i.e. recognized and not recognized hymns). The valid recognition’s event is precision and the valid ground truth data is recall. Precision $(P)$ is given by the equation:

$$\text{Precision} = \frac{\text{True Positive}}{\text{True Positive} + \text{False Positive}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)$$

Where Recall $(R)$ is given by the following equation:

$$\text{Recall} = \frac{\text{True Positive}}{\text{True Positive} + \text{False Negative}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)$$

Finally the system evaluation is being performed by the 'Jackknife' cross-validation method, based on Precision and Recall metrics.

III. RELATED WORK

The first basic principals in vocal and acoustic signals research start at 1950’s [9]. The investigation of acoustic perception begins in Bell Laboratories at 1952 when a computerized system was built for digit recognition from a single-speaker using separate letters by locating the formants [10]. Similarly, Olson and Belar conducted a research, in the RCA labs, and found that a specific speaker recognized 10 different syllables [11]. Next researchers developed a dynamic programming application in voice recognition to aligning data samples in time, which is known as Dynamic Time Warping – DTW [12]. Additionally, Itakura’s research suggests a method that is known as Linear Predictive Coding – LPC [13]. In the decade of 1980’s, Hidden Markov Models – HMM embodied to the stochastic modeling [5]. Even though the appearance and use of Neural Networks was contemporary to the HMM, the HMM application has prevailed. However, another acoustic feature type is the MFCC coefficients [3].
The most significant method that has been proposed for the features extraction from the acoustic signal spectrum is Perceptually weighed Linear Prediction [14], which is based in the linear prediction with weights and RASTA-PLP [15]. These methods are usually presented in noisy acoustic signals. Nevertheless, there are many proposed models that are trying to model human hearing, like the cochlea [16] and the acoustic model. Although HMM is being used firstly for speech recognition, the implementation of HMM in motion recognition brought to us excellent results. A representative survey is the recognition of American Sign Language in real time via HMM. This system can recognize phrase's from a vocabulary with a score grader than 92% [17]. Various researchers began to use HMM in their survey in the field of arts. So, in music Wilson and Bodick (1999) uses HMM to recognize simple musical gestures from a maestro who was trying to give the rhythm of a musical excerpt [18]. Another excellent survey was made from Kolesink and Wanderlay (2004) who developed an HMM based algorithm which could recognize expressive gestures from a maestro. The score of recognition was grader than 97% [19].

IV. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY & SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The methodology pipeline is given at Fig. 3. Firstly some hymns and the musical gestures which accompanied these hymns is being recorded in order to build the corpus. In our experiment we use four different hymns.

![Methodology pipeline](image)

Fig. 3. Methodology pipeline

Each of these hymn (chanting and musical gestures) is being performed three times from the expert and the learner too. That happened due to performance changing every time that a chanter performs it. So we have to follow a methodology to find out the best solution(s) or the best performance(s). Once the corpus is being build then we are ready to apply our methodology. Efficient software was built to identify a hymn from a corpus. The acoustic features which have been extracted are the Fundamental frequency (F0) and the MFCC coefficients. In order the F0 and MFCC features to be extracted there has been used the ZSA Descriptors software which is been build at IRCAM, France [20]. The motion features which have been extracted are the coordinators (Cx, Cy) of mass Centroid of the right hand of performer. For the extraction of mass Centroid coordinators we implement some software in the main environment of MAX/MSP. Finally we construct a time series vector which includes all these 16 features. Using these vectors with machine learning techniques we recognize each hymn from the corpus. The software which implement the machine learning algorithms HMM and DTW is being developed in IRCAM, France, and it is called Gesture Follower (GF)[21]. It can be trained with one sample (hymn), 'one-shot' learning. These vectors after are being normalized they being used at all training and recognize phases from the system. Fig. 4 is a screen shot of our software application.
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Fig. 4. Features (F0, MFCC, Mass Centroid) extraction

The evaluation of the system is based on the philosophy to find first of all which of the trainer execution is the best to train the system, in order to measure the effectiveness of the executions of the learner. For this reason the trainer is executing 3 times the 4 hymns.

Once the features vectors are being constructed from each hymn we may perform the first phase of hymns identification procedure. During this phase we read from a directory all the vectors - files – which concerns ONLY the expert performances. We perform the Jackknife Cross-Validation method in order to find out the best performance(s) of the experts executions of the hymns.

More analytically we evaluates all possible combinations of experts and students performances. In this experiment we have a total of $3^4=81$ combinations. The system is being trained with each combination, which consists of four hymns, and performs recognition with the rest eight (8) performances. At the end of each fold, of a total of 81 folds, an array with values is being created. These values are the recognition percentages of the hymns due to training combination. After the end of whole phase (81 folds) we search to find the maximum value per column. Depending on which fold that cell belongs, we find the corresponding hymn from the training line (a combination
of four hymns by which we trained the system). These maximum values construct the best solution(s) (based on the execution of the expert) with which the system must be trained in order to achieve the best recognition percentages (results). In Figure 5, a screenshot of Jackknife method is presented. Furthermore, at phase 2, we training the system using each of the best solution(s), from Phase 1, in order to perform recognition with all LEARNER’s performances. The learner performances are a total of (4 hymns x 3 performances each) 12 hymns. Using the results of hymns recognition we can evaluate the Precision & Recall metrics and by its score to find out the identification or not of any hymn of the corpus (the optimum training solution(s)). The evaluation method is in the early stage and has to be checked more for the efficiency.

Fig. 5. Jackknife Cross-Validation method

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, a methodology for recognition of vocal music performance based on multi-modal signal (singing voice and musical gestures) processing and its implementation in a corresponding system was proposed. The system was developed in Max/Msp environment. Machine learning techniques were applied via HMM and DTW based algorithms in order to model and train the system. Furthermore, the system was trained by the optimum solution which highlighted via the excellent rates of precision and recall metrics. In the advantages of the system one could include its ability to adapt easily to new hymns. In our future work, the methodology will be extended to support implementation of more complex musical gestures.
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